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Introduction
This toolkit has been designed to be a practical companion to my book Change
Management for Leaders and Managers and should be used alongside it. The toolkit
assumes that you have read the book and understand much of the context of the tools - you
can purchase a copy of the book from Bookboon here.
This toolkit provides you with some more detailed and practical tools, templates and
checklists which you can use to get started with planning your own change management
programme. Further information is available on the website.

Want further help?
If you would like help understanding or applying the tools to your business or situation, then
get in touch and we can arrange some individual consultation sessions.
If you would like to develop your skills as a leader and instigator of change, then we can
design a bespoke one-to-one development programme providing you with support over
several months as you apply the tools in your work environment and reflect on the
experience and results.
If you would like support to develop a change management programme for your
organisation then we can work together to co-create one, or review and refine an existing
one.
If you would like someone alongside you as you implement a change management
programme - a sounding board and someone to talk through issues with - then we can
arrange some review sessions at planned key milestones together with the facility to have
conversations at short notice when the unexpected happens or things don't go according to
plan.
If you would like to train your colleagues or team on these tools and their use, then we can
arrange training sessions for groups or individuals.
Whatever support you would like, we can arrange to work together either remotely by
phone or video conference or in person depending upon location.
In the meantime I hope this toolkit enables you to design and implement an effective
change management programme to take your organisation to the next stage of its
development.
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What Needs To Change?
The first step is of course to ensure that you are changing the right things - all the right
things.

McKinsey 7-S Framework
This framework gives you 7 elements that may need to be reviewed and changed in order to
enable the organisation to better meet its objectives. Note that each element interacts with
the other 6, so whilst you may think that just one area needs to be changed, there may be a
knock-on effect to several other areas.
This tool helps you to:



methodically work that through each of the 7 areas to identify other elements
that might need to change
visually communicate the complexity of the proposed change to others

Exhibit based on “Enduring Ideas: The 7-S Framework”, March 2008, McKinsey & Company, www.mckinsey.com.
Copyright (c) 2018 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved. Reprinted by permission.
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7-S Framework Questions
This tool is a set of questions that gives more detail to the 7-S Framework enabling you to
quickly highlight some of the key issues.
It could also be used as the basis of a workshop with either the leadership team, change
management team, or other relevant group of staff identifying areas for change.

Strategy
 Do we have a clear strategy?
 How do we intend to achieve our objectives?
 How do we deal with a changing external environment?
 Does everyone understand the strategy?
Structure
 How is the team structured?
 What is the hierarchy?
 How effective are different teams at co-ordinating activities?
 Is decision-making centralized or decentralized?
 What are the main lines of communication (both formal and informal)?
 Is the structure fit for delivering the strategy?
Systems
 What are the main systems that run the organisation?
 What are the controls? What are they controlling and how?
 What internal rules and processes does the team use to keep on track?
 Are the systems fit for delivering the strategy?
Skills & capacities
 What are the strongest skills and capacities represented within the organisation?
 What are the core competencies and capabilities needed in the organisation and
team to deliver the strategy?
 Are there gaps in the required competencies?
 Are there any skills gaps?
 What is the organisation known for doing well?
 How are skills monitored and assessed?
 Are the skills and capacities sufficient to deliver the strategy?
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Shared values
 What are the fundamental values that the organisation is built on?
 Is there a difference between the formal (espoused) values and the actual (practical)
values in operation every day?
 What are our shared dreams?
 What is the organisational and team culture?
 Is the strategy a natural expression of the shared values? Is it in line with our "true
north"? Do people rally around the strategy?
Style






How participative is the management / leadership style?
How effective is that leadership?
Are team members more competitive or more co-operative?
Are people functioning as teams or just individuals co-operating in groups?
Are the style and culture of the organisation helping to deliver the strategy?

Staff





What specialisations are represented in the team?
What positions need to be filled? What extra positions are needed?
What's the blend between in-house and outsourced staff resource?
Do we have the right staff to implement the strategy?

Interconnectedness
Having considered each area and generated some issues that might require attention, then
consider what changes might be needed and what the impact of those changes could be on
the other 6 areas.
Take a step back and consider:
•

Are all the 7-S's in alignment?

•

Are they mutually reinforcing each other?

•

Are there any inconsistencies?

•

Which ones do we need to pay attention to now?
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Readiness for Change
Urgency Matrix
One of Kotter's 8 steps of change includes the need to create a sense of urgency. This tool
helps you to identify what sort of action may be needed to convey that sense of urgency.
Creating a sense of urgency can be particularly challenging when the issues are in the future
but require some action today, such as thinking, planning and changing attitudes.
Even when there are pressing issues today they may be hidden or other messages may be
crowding them out.
Step 1 - use the diagram below to diagnose the current situation.
On the diagram plot where you think your organisation currently is. If you are part of a
group looking at this then individually plot where you think the organisation is and discuss
any differences of view. Another alternative is to break the organisation down into key
component parts (eg divisions, departments or key stakeholders) and plot them on the
diagram.
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Step 2 - describe the current position in more detail.
What are the specific issues and timeframes?
Who needs to understand it? And take action?
What sort of things do they notice or respond well to?
Tick the box for the description that best fits your organisation
Issues are in the future and people aren't aware of them.
Consider building awareness over time, preparing people to take action.
Issues are in the future, some people are aware of them but no action is being taken.
Consider how to move those people from awareness to planning and to build awareness with
everyone else.
Issues are current and pressing but people aren't aware of them.
Consider how best to raise awareness rapidly, perhaps using a crisis to focus attention.
Communicate poor performance and link them to the issues that need addressing.
Issues are current and pressing some people are aware of them but no action is being taken.
Consider how best to connect current people's current understanding to the required actions.
Focus on the key stakeholder groups first to create momentum.

In the following table identify the specific issues that need attention and which groups need
to be taking action - what are they likely to respond best to?
Specific issues are:
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Step 3 - prepare an outline action plan to move people towards the desired state.
Using the information from Step 2, consider what specific actions you could take and by
when to mobilise each key stakeholder group.
Stakeholder Group
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Stakeholders
Stakeholders are essential in any change programme. Understanding who to engage with
and how will increase your chances of success. These tools help you to plan and engage
effectively with key stakeholders.

Stakeholder Attitude Mapping
This Stakeholder Attitude Mapping tool enables you to identify key groups and suggests
how you could engage with them. You have limited time, energy and resources, so they
need to be deployed wisely.
The tool maps whether they are hostile or supportive to the proposed changes and how
influential they are. Clearly you want to work constructively with the most influential and
supportive groups, whilst those that are hostile may be difficult to persuade and not be the
best use of resources - in which case monitoring them might be the best approach.
On the diagram below map your key stakeholders in terms of influence and attitude and
then consider an appropriate approach to them, using the suggestions shown.
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Stakeholder Motivation Analysis
Use the table below to analyse for each stakeholder (individual or group) their key gains and
losses, the actions they might take and your possible responses.
Stakeholder Name
Summary of proposed change

Gains

Losses
Eg loss of pay, reduced job security, less
interesting and challenging work, reduced holiday
allowance

Eg increased status, greater autonomy, reinforces
personal values (believes in the change)

Eg loss of status, established team is disbanded
(loss of social relationships), reduced career
opportunities, moves away from personal values

Intangible

Tangible

Eg better physical working conditions, more pay,
more responsibility, less unenjoyable work

Their Possible Actions

Your Possible Actions
To encourage supportive behaviour

To resist the change initiative

To reduce resistant behaviour

Resist

Support

To support the change initiative
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Different stakeholders, whether they are individuals, groups or teams, may be affected in
different ways by the proposed changes. Understanding the gains and losses they might
experience can give you an insight into their motivation.
Whilst some gains and losses are more visible because they are tangible, others are less
obvious because they are hidden and intangible. For example a change that goes against
their beliefs or their motivation for being in the organisation may provoke a stronger
reaction than a more tangible effect such as reduced job security.
The tool on the previous page helps you to deliberately think about what might motivate
each stakeholder during the change initiative.
The table above also guides you to consider the possible actions they might take - whether
they be supporting or resisting the change.
You can also then consider what actions you plan to take. These could be designed to
encourage supportive action and to discourage or reduce resistant behaviour. Your actions
could be taken pro-actively at the outset of the change programme, or re-actively as needed
in response to their actions.
Mapping the motivation of the different stakeholders helps you to see the change from
their point of view as they will certainly be asking "What's in it for me?"
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Transitions
Stages of Transition
The diagram below illustrates how performance and morale change over time as people
move through their individual transition process. The resulting move from State A to State B
aims to result in higher levels of performance.

At any stage in the change process consider where an individual or group might be on the
change curve:
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Pick up information about their morale and look at any objective measures of
performance.
Consider which phase of transition they might be in.
Devise a plan of action appropriate to the people and the phase.
Ending State A - acknowledge old ways and say goodbye with respect, identify who
is losing what, create space for grieving, expect over-reaction, mark the endings, be
clear about what is ending and what is continuing, take actions to minimise
suffering.
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Neutral Zone - provide support, acknowledge people's feelings of anxiety and
uncertainty, create new training programmes, strengthen group interactions, enable
experimentation. Facilitate innovation and creativity.
Beginning State B - Be clear about the purpose, communicate the plan, give
everyone some steps to take, be consistent, generate some quick wins, celebrate
success, reinforce the new identity.

The diagram below, adapted from the work of William Bridges, demonstrates how in reality
the phases of transition overlap. There will be aspects of new beginnings happening at the
same time as endings and the neutral zone - the area of greatest uncertainty and discomfort
can last a long time. Endings can also linger, both in the real work and in people's sense of
loss and grief. Different people will experience the transition in different ways.
The diagram below could be used to map how you perceive a group of individuals or teams
to be in their transition. When you have mapped them consider the actions you need to
take to move them on.
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Resistance Analysis
If progress falters and morale and performance drop then it is possible for the organisation
to get stuck in a "loop of resistance" as the forces resisting change are balancing the forces
driving change. The diagram below illustrates where this can happen on the change curve.
Getting stuck at this point can create anger and frustration as people are "stuck" in the
neutral zone. Their old world has been dismantled and a new one has not yet been built.
However anxiety of learning something new (learning anxiety) is preventing them from
moving forward. At some point a driver of change, such as an anxiety about the ability to
survive in the organisation may become the stronger force and overcome the resistance. To
put it another way, the consequences of not learning the new ways creates more anxiety
than the fear of learning something new.

If your organisation is "stuck" then consider the forces resisting change and the forces
driving change.
How can you increase the forces driving change?
How can you decrease the forces resisting change?
How can you provide more support to people as they move through the neutral zone?
Use the table below to list out the forces you perceive to be operating.
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In the table below list the forces for and against change as you perceive them.

Forces For Change

Forces Resisting Change

Eg new technology, methods or knowledge,
demographic changes, attitudinal changes,
international, economic or political factors.

From individuals and groups, eg habit, fear of loss,
social relationships
From the organisation, eg structure, rules, culture

Mark on the diagram below where you perceive the overall balance of the forces to be.

In the table below list the actions you could take to change the balance of forces.

Actions to Harness
Forces For Change
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Communications
Communications Strategy
Communications will be more effective if they are planned, considered and structured to
support the change and move particular people in the right direction at the right time.
Use the following headings as the structure of a communications strategy.









Objectives of the Communications Strategy
Target audiences
o Use the information from the Stakeholder Mapping and Analysis tools
o Include external audiences as necessary
Key messages
o Design simple messages (see checklist below) that can be used consistently
in all communications
o Describe what is happening, why and how the organisation is dealing with it
Communication methods
o Set out the key methods - documents, meetings, videos etc that will be used
o Ensure that all stakeholders have more than one way of being kept up to
date
o Timings - set out how often and when each method or channel will be used
and repeated
Action plan
o Set out individual actions required, including
 assigning responsibility to individuals
 timeframes and deadlines
 budget and resources required

Creating Simple Messages
Create simple messages that can be remembered and repeated easily. Use the following 5
steps to create a message:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Why we have to do this change - the purpose
What it will look and feel like when we get there - the vision
What we will do step by step to get there - the plan
What you can do and need to do to help - their action
What you promise to do for them - your promise
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Create a simple message using the template below.
Purpose - Set out in a few words or bullet points why we have to do this change

Vision - Describe the situation when we "get there". What's different? What will it look and feel like?

Plan - What will we be doing to get there? Describe the plan step-by-step at an appropriate level of
detail with a list of bullet points.

Their Action - What action do you want them to take? Describe it in simple terms. What is the
specific next thing you want them to do? Is it optional (can do) or essential for success (must do)?

Your Promise - What can they expect from you? What can they count on you for? What support will
your provide? What actions are you taking?
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Risk Management
Risk Framework
Using a risk framework is a tried and tested method of methodically working through the
major risks, assessing their likelihood (High, Medium or Low), the potential consequences
and actions to mitigate those risks.
Keep a focus on the key risks - ie ones with a high or medium likelihood and with the most
damaging consequences.
Use the table below to record the key risks of the change programme and the actions to
mitigate each one.
Risk
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Planning Change
The best way of managing risk is to plan effectively from the outset. A plan that covers three
simple stages can help ensure that change is effective and lasting.
Use the checklist below to help you start planning all 3 stages of the change programme.

STAGE 1.
PREPARING FOR
CHANGE

What needs to be done to plan and prepare effectively?
Does the proposed change tackle a problem not just a symptom?
Who needs to be involved? Who will lead?
How will support for change be built?
How will key stakeholders be identified and mapped?
How will the organisation's readiness for change be built?
How will capacity for change be built?
What is needed to create an outline communications strategy?

STAGE 2.
IMPLEMENTING
& MANAGING
CHANGE

What needs to be done to lead and manage the implementation?
How will changes be phased?
How will transitions be managed and supported?
How will endings be handled?
And old ways honoured?
How will the neutral zone be handled?
And creativity, learning and innovation be encouraged?
How will the balance of forces be assessed?
How will feedback be received and adjustments made?

STAGE 3.
SUSTAINING
CHANGE
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What needs to be done to ensure that change lasts?
How will you know that the new ways are working?
How will you know that the old ways have stopped?
How will you know that performance has actually improved?
When will the change programme be declared complete?
How will you learn the lessons from this process of change?
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Troubleshooting
Change programmes rarely go smoothly or as expected. Different symptoms may appear at
different times. The book and this toolkit anticipate many of the likely issues. This
troubleshooting table enables you to quickly find potential solutions to some of the more
common problems.

Problem

Possible solutions

Can't get people engaged - it's
always the bottom of people's to do
list.
Made a start but energy quickly
fizzled out.

Need to increase felt sense of urgency - what's the pressure
for change that will affect those people? See urgency matrix
and stakeholder mapping.
Perhaps people cannot see where they are heading. Is the
vision clear and shared by all? Has it been communicated
effectively and repeatedly? Review the original reasons for
change and review communications strategy.
Understand the transitions that people are going through fear of the unknown may be holding them back. Do they
have the skills and capabilities to make the change? Do they
need time to come to terms with the change? Do they
understand what it will mean for them? Have they got
enough support to work through the implications of the
changes?
Need clear steps that people can take - a roadmap which
makes sense to them. Consider relevant groups working
together to plan practical steps. Ensure Managers know their
part in managing change and what is required of their team.
Show some signs of success - the results of the quick wins.
Celebrate them. Demonstrate that the new ways are better.
Keep repeating key messages and the vision. Listen to
feedback about problems. Engage change champions that
have already changed.
Must solidify change and re-energise. Consider introducing
new people who are enthusiastic to lead this final phase of
the change programme. Re-ignite desire and pressure to
move to the new ways of working. New ways of doing things
need to be seen as the new norm. Remove contradictory
messages, processes and systems that reinforce or facilitate
the old ways.
Feedback to them how performance has improved due to the
changes already made - and how further refinements and
embedding the changes can create further improvements.
Encourage people that it has been worth the effort and the
end is in sight!

Made a good start but getting stuck
due to anxiety and frustration.

People willing to change but activity
is disjointed and ineffective.

Change programme is running out of
energy, people are losing trust in the
change.

After initial successes momentum
has slowed and people are going
back to the old ways of working.

Change is almost there but people
are tired (change fatigue) and
change is stagnating.
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Reviewing Change
At the end of the change management process you can review your personal involvement in
the programme and learn lessons that will be valuable for next time. You may like to
consider the questions in the following review exercise which can be printed out.
Clarity of Vision
How clear was the vision to you? And to your colleagues?

Was there a shared understanding of the vision?

What could have been done to improve the clarity of the vision and ensure it was shared by all the
key people?

Communicating the vision and need for change
How well was the vision communicated? What worked best? What didn't work?

Did everyone feel the need for change - and the need to take action?
What could have been done differently, earlier or more persistently to communicate the need for
change and to take action?

Were there any unhelpful messages that were undermining the need for change?

Mobilising Stakeholders
Were the right stakeholders included from the start? Who was missing and why? What could be
done next time to make sure the right people are included?
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To what extent did you understand what would motivate each stakeholder group?

How could the engagement with each stakeholder group have been improved?

Keeping Momentum
Were there enough quick wins included in the programme? Were these successes communicated
effectively?

What could have been done differently to make them more effective? What other quick wins could
have been engineered?

How well were the new ways of working embedded into the organisation? What could you have
done differently or earlier to solidify the change sooner?

Could anyone else have been brought in to help lead the team to re-invigorate the change process?

What else could have been done to maintain momentum?

Supporting Transitions
What did you notice about your own feelings during the change process? How did that compare to
those of others?

What would you have found helpful in supporting you through your transition? What else could
have been done to help others?
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Were there some reactions to change that surprised you? What could you learn from them for next
time?

Maintaining Performance
To what extent did performance drop during the change process?

What actions were taken to maintain performance?

What worked well? What else could have been done?

How well were changes in performance communicated?

Were the expected improvements in performance actually achieved? If not what else needed to
happen to realise the expected improvements?

Future
What role would you like to have in managing change in the future?

What support would you seek for yourself next time?

What support would you seek for your colleagues next time?
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Conclusion
The process of change is a complex one. Change is mostly about people - and their desire
and willingness to do something different, to learn new things and to make new
relationships. It is also about their readiness to give up old ways, to end established
relationships and maybe even to change their own sense of identity.
A book and a toolkit can only be a guide, helping you to spot some of the usual patterns and
to anticipate challenges.
This toolkit is by no means an exhaustive one, but it covers some of the key areas to
consider. It is designed to accompany the book which has more detail about some of the key
concepts referred to briefly in this toolkit.
If there are particular things that you would like to see in a future version of the toolkit,
please let me know.
If you would like some help or support in applying the tools in real life then do not hesitate
to contact me and we can arrange a suitable programme of coaching support.
In the meantime, good luck with managing change!
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